NAME
HISTORIC  Benjamin Harrison Home

AND/OR COMMON  Benjamin Harrison Home

LOCATION
CITY, TOWN  Indianapolis
VICINITY OF  
COUNTY  Marion
STATE  Indiana

PHOTO REFERENCE
PHOTO CREDIT  Benjamin Harrison Foundation
DATE OF PHOTO  c. 1880
NEGATIVE FILED AT  Benjamin Harrison Memorial Home, Indianapolis, Indiana

IDENTIFICATION
DESCRIBE VIEW, DIRECTION, ETC. IF DISTRICT, GIVE BUILDING NAME & STREET
South and east facades, looking northwest. Photograph shows house before addition of porch.
1 NAME
   HISTORIC    Benjamin Harrison Home

2 LOCATION
   CITY, TOWN    Indianapolis
   VICINITY OF   
   COUNTY       Marion
   STATE        Indiana

3 PHOTO REFERENCE
   PHOTO CREDIT  National Park Service
   DATE OF PHOTO 1962
   NEGATIVE FILED AT Historic Sites Survey

4 IDENTIFICATION
   DESCRIBE VIEW, DIRECTION, ETC. IF DISTRICT, GIVE BUILDING NAME & STREET
   Shows early 20th century brick porch, looking northwest.
In this back parlor Harrison accepted the Republican Party's nomination for the Presidency in 1888.

Courtesy Arthur Jordan Foundation
Harrison’s library, where he and his aides planned the campaign of 1888.

Courtesy Arthur Jordan Foundation
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1 NAME
HISTORIC Benjamin Harrison Home
AND/OR COMMON Benjamin Harrison Home

2 LOCATION
CITY, TOWN Indianapolis
VICINITY OF
COUNTY Marion
STATE Indiana

3 PHOTO REFERENCE
PHOTO CREDIT Joseph S. Mendinghall
DATE OF PHOTO 1/75
NEGATIVE FILED AT Historic Sites Survey

4 IDENTIFICATION
DESCRIBE VIEW, DIRECTION, ETC. IF DISTRICT, GIVE BUILDING NAME & STREET
Full front, looking west
1 NAME

HISTORIC  Benjamin Harrison Home

AND/OR COMMON  Benjamin Harrison Home

2 LOCATION

CITY, TOWN  Indianapolis

VICINITY OF

COUNTY  Marion

STATE  Indiana

3 PHOTO REFERENCE

PHOTO CREDIT  Joseph S. Mendinghall

DATE OF PHOTO  1/75

NEGATIVE FILED AT  Historic Sites Survey

4 IDENTIFICATION

DESCRIBE VIEW, DIRECTION, ETC. IF DISTRICT, GIVE BUILDING NAME & STREET

South Facade, looking north
1. NAME
   HISTORIC: Benjamin Harrison Home
   AND/OR COMMON: Benjamin Harrison Home

2. LOCATION
   CITY, TOWN: Indianapolis
   VICINITY OF:_____ 
   COUNTY: Marion
   STATE: Indiana

3. PHOTO REFERENCE
   PHOTO CREDIT: Joseph S. Mendinghall
   DATE OF PHOTO: 1/75
   NEGATIVE FILED AT: Historic Sites Survey

4. IDENTIFICATION
   DESCRIBE VIEW, DIRECTION, ETC. IF DISTRICT, GIVE BUILDING NAME & STREET
   View of Harrison garden, looking north.
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NAME

HISTORIC  Benjamin Harrison Home

AND/OR COMMON  Benjamin Harrison Home

LOCATION

CITY, TOWN  Indianapolis

VICINITY OF

COUNTY  Marion

STATE  Indiana

PHOTO REFERENCE

PHOTO CREDIT  Joseph S. Mendinghall

DATE OF PHOTO  1/75

NEGATIVE FILED AT  Historic Sites Survey

IDENTIFICATION

DESCRIBE VIEW, DIRECTION, ETC. IF DISTRICT, GIVE BUILDING NAME & STREET

South lawn, looking towards the new highway, Interstate 66, from the Harrison front, looking south.